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Camp Abilities News

YESTERDAY DAY
First Day of Activities
Golf for Pink and Blue
Terry Kelly Music and
Dancing
Crafts

TODAY
Blue and Pink team
photos
Golf for Orange and
Green
High Ropes for Pink and
Blue
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TOMORROW
Orange and Green Photos
Horseback Riding
Rollerblading
Show Down
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Care to Share:
Orange
Jaylynn biked 4 miles.
Mina completed a cartwheel.
Sean S. ran a 6 minute and 38 second mile.
Sam completed 21 laps on the tandem bike.
Keara biked a mile and a half and ran fast on the track.
Mackenzie overcame her fear of swimming and biked 9 laps.
Katrina pushed herself in tack and field.
Emily ran a mile in 9minutes and 15 seconds and biked 7 miles.
Abby did a handstand.

Pink
Andrew completed a single leg move on the pommel horse.

Green
Anneka completed 29 bike laps for a total of 7 miles and made three goalball points.
Diana completed 21 laps on a tandem and 4 laps on a single bike for the first time.
Sean S. ran a 6 minute and 38 second mile.
Ronan took first place in a track and field heat for the first time.
Braiden biked 12 laps which equals 3 miles.
Henry biked 6 miles and ran 3 miles.
Sam biked 21 laps.
Elora ran a mile in 11 minutes and 32 seconds.
Andrew did a hip pull over on the pommel bar.

Blue
Austin scored a goal in goalball.
Katie walked 1/2 mile and ran to finish and biked 12 laps.
Jessica hit a pitch in beep baseball and was a better swimmer than she thought.
Abby did a handstand.
Maddie made 3 goals in goalball.
Daniel went paddle boarding and said the board is a beast!
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This newsletter is dedicated
to the memory of Dr. Janet
Joseph, the founder of this
newsletter and Lauren
Lieberman’s mother. She
died suddenly in December
of 2006. She was an active
part of Camp Abilities
Brockport for seven years
and we miss her very much.
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